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Efficient solution. Husqvarna’s powerful dry cutter, K 3000 Vac, is especially suited for sensitive environments when it’s

not possible to use water.

Husqvarna K 3000 Vac
– a dry cutter with superior dust control
Husqvarna are proud to present the K 3000 Vac – a true innovation in the field of stone and concrete
cutting that, thanks to its Vac attachment, presents the user with the perfect solution to dust problems
related to dry cutting.
comes to both precision and ergonomics,” says
Global Product Manager, power cutters at Husqvarna Construction, Johan Simonsson.
“On the K 3000 Vac the actual sled is located on
the back of the blade guard, giving the operator
a clear line of sight of the blade, thus improving
precision and efficiency. Furthermore the blade
rotates forwards which, significantly, reduces work
strain and makes effective cutting with a minimal
resistance possible.”
With its powerful engine and ergonomically
designed handle, the K 3000 Vac provides the operator with an extremely efficient tool for professional dry cutting.
The K 3000 Vac was first presented at the World
of Concrete fair in January and is expected to be
on the market in March.
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One of the biggest problems associated with dry
cutting is the amount of dust resulting from the
cutting. The dust can lead to serious discomfort,
and can even constitute a work environment
hazard.
With Husqvarna’s new K 3000 Vac power cutter
and its unique dust collection technique, these
problems are minimised. Cut concrete or stone
materials without having to think about the dust
problem. This revolutionary new technical solution makes dry cutting possible in environments
where wet cutting isn’t an option. By attaching a
detachable “sled” on the power cutter’s blade guard
and then connecting it to a vacuum cleaner, the
work environment is spared from the dust, which
is collected directly into the cleaner’s bag.
“Husqvarna have several patented and unique
solutions that facilitate the work process, when it

More facts on K 3000 Vac
• Good line of sight – even when the
Vac unit is attached, the blade is fully
visible.
• Unlike most other electric cutters,
the blade of the K 3000 Vac rotates
forward which reduces work strain
and produces effective cutting results.
• Elgard™ – an advanced electronic
safety system that varies the engine’s
rpm to prevent overload.
• The Vac attachment is easily detached
when a vacuum cleaner is not in use.
•Engine: Electrical 230/120/110 V
• 350 mm diamond blade
• Weight, cutter: 7,4 kg
• Weight,Vac unit: 1,0 kg
• Maximum cutting depth with/without
Vac unit: 119/125 mm

Easy. The quick connection

enables you to easily alternate
between traditional and vacuumassisted cutting.

For more information contact:
Johan Simonsson, Global Product Manager, power cutters, Husqvarna Construction Products
Tel: + 46 31-94 90 19, + 46 722-14 55 79
E-mail: johan.a.simonsson@husqvarna.se

Husqvarna Construction Products, part of Husqvarna AB, is a market leader in machinery and diamond tools for the construction and stone industries.
Its product range comprises power cutters, drilling equipment, diamond tools, floor saws, bench saws, wall and wire saws as well as machines for surface
treatment and demolition. In 2010, Husqvarna Construction Products accounted for 22 percent of Husqvarna’s sales of products for professional use.
Construction Products has 2,100 employees, 10 large factories around the world and is represented in more than 70 countries. Husqvarna is a registered
trademark owned by Husqvarna AB (publ).
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